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How to Draw MangaA Step-By-Step Manga Drawing TutorialManga is an art that is used to draw

anime or pictures to portray the story. Basically, manga refers to the comics created by the

Japanese illustrators, which conform to the recognizable style of 19th century Japanese Art. Manga

depends on the variety of topics including games or sports, science or fiction and much more. This

guidebook helps you in mastering yourself in drawing manga. You will learn how to draw male

characters as well as female characters. You will learn to draw eyes and ears in a perfect way.

Furthermore, it is composed how to draw hair, body, mouth and nose. In short, it is a complete

guide to creating your own character.A bonus tutorial about Dragon Ball Z Pose is also incorporated

in this guidebook. Main chapters of this guidebook are:How to Draw Male CharactersHow to Draw

ClothesInstructions to Draw Female EyesInstructions to Draw Male EyesHow to Draw Facial

ExpressionsHow to Draw BodiesHow to Draw HairHow to Draw Mouth and NoseBonus: How to

Draw Dragon Ball Z PoseDownload your copy of "How to Draw Manga" by scrolling up and clicking

"Buy Now With 1-Click" button.
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This is a beginnersâ€™ book. I never thought that drawing would be this easy before reading this

book. I have learnt to draw different characters also (other than Manga) just by modifying here and

there. I especially liked the â€œHow to draw mouth & noseâ€• chapter as it clearly portrays how to

draw microexpressions for different emotions. As I am an ardent fan of learning and applying

â€œBody Languageâ€• along with â€œMicroexpressionsâ€•, this chapter really was a game-changer

for me. My suggestion for anyone who reads this book would be - start reading this book with a

pencil and a paper. Start drawing right from chapter one. Apply what you learn. Modify slightly and

see how your character shapes up differently. It is really a thrill to create characters on your own.My

second favourite chapter is â€œHow to draw male characters.â€• All these days, I used to try for

umpteen times to sketch every super-hero as possible without success. The outlines,

measurements and proportions taught in this book really blew me away. It made me realize how

simple drawing really is. All that you need to learn are only the first few basic precautions which are

taught lucidly and persuasively in this book. It would have been better if even more skeletal opening

drawings were given. Would have been really great if step-by-step drawings were added to all the

depicted figures. Hope an update to this ebook with more opening skeletal framework drawings is

on the anvil.

My son has been trying to sketch manga characters, but didn't really have a good guide to help him.

This book on how to draw manga provided him with the guidelines on proportions, style, shapes,

and key features to make his artwork look like manga characters. The bonus chapter on Dragon

Ball Z excited him so much that he is trying to perfect it. The written directions and visual examples

are good for beginners like him.

Am involved in drawing Manga and am really passionate about it but I have challenged in drawing

bodies especially when expressing some facial expressions and now this is where this book comes

in with its guidance, And am seriously doing practice and training to polish my skills.

Angelina did a good job on how to draw good manga. Itâ€™s not every time that one can find tutorial

as good as this. The pictures used in the book are all exceptional and gives you clear idea on the

written instructions. For anyone who wants to take this as his/her hobby then they must have this

book. Itâ€™s the best that I have ever seen on this topic.

I've always loved to draw but have never really been great at doing characters. This book really



walks you through each step and is a perfect guide for newbies. I really got a good understanding

on how to draw characters. I'd definitely recommend this to anyone who's interested!

This book is great for beginners to the media, telling you how to draw basic figures and gives you

some guidance to creating a strong plot line/ characters in your story. The methods and hand

techniques are not new to me but still something you can learn with. Couple of projects to practice

with was great. Something you should have on learning how to draw manga.

Quick guide to learning the basics of manga drawing. Nice and handy, not a lot of step-by-step

images, like the printed copies I am used to buying from traditionally published books, but not bad

nonetheless.

I have just started drawing again after many years,This guide has helped me to cover some gaps in

my understanding of basic Anime drawing and provided skeletons and structures that I found easier

to learn from than other books that I have read in the past.This guide has helped me to cover some

gaps in my understanding of basic Anime drawing and provided skeletons and structures that I

found easier to learn from than other books that I have read in the past.
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